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Abstract

Robots are becoming more and more present in our everyday life:
they are already used for domestic tasks, for companionship activ-
ities, and soon they will be used to assist humans and collaborate
with them in their work. Human-robot collaboration has already
been studied in the industry, for ergonomics and efficiency pur-
poses, but more from a safety than from an acceptability point of
view. In this work, we focused on how people perceive robots in a
collaboration task and we proposed to use virtual reality as a sim-
ulation environment to test different parameters, by making users
collaborate with virtual robots. A simple use case was implemented
to compare different robot appearances and different robot move-
ments. Questionnaires and physiological measures were used to as-
sess the acceptability level of each condition with a user study. The
results showed that the perception of robot movements depended on
robot appearance and that a more anthropomorphic robot, both in
its appearance and movements, was not necessarily better accepted
by the users in a collaboration task. Finally, this preliminary use
case was also the opportunity to guarantee the relevance of using
such a methodology — based on virtual reality, questionnaires and
physiological measures — for future studies.

CR Categories: I.2.9 [Artificial Intelligence]: Robotics—
Manipulators H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Ergonomics, Evaluation/methodology;

Keywords: human-robot collaboration, acceptability, human fac-
tors, virtual reality

1 Introduction

Robots are becoming more and more present in our everyday life.
Some robots can already handle domestic tasks autonomously, oth-
ers are used as companions for the youth or the elderly, or even as
guides in museums. In a near future, robots will be able to handle
more complicated tasks, to assist humans in their everyday work
and to collaborate with them.

Human-robot collaboration has already been studied for many years
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in the industry: specific robots are used to assist workers on diffi-
cult tasks, for example on assembly lines. The assets of this col-
laboration are improved ergonomics for the workers and improved
competitiveness for the industry. For now, the main issue being
studied has been safety: since physical interaction between robots
and workers is needed, the safety of people around robots has to be
guaranteed. This issue has been dealt with thanks to the develop-
ment of new sensors placed directly on robots or in their environ-
ments, in order to detect intrusion in a safety perimeter and avoid
collision if necessary.

However, another issue, less studied but nonetheless important,
is the acceptability of such a collaboration between humans and
robots. From the users’ point of view, the introduction of robots
in their everyday work may be perceived and accepted differently
than expected. This acceptability is difficult to evaluate and may be
influenced by several factors that are hard to determine.

This is where virtual reality may provide interesting insights and
functionalities to study the acceptability of human-robot collabo-
ration. By making users collaborate with virtual robots under dif-
ferent conditions, it should be possible to evaluate the influence of
different factors on this acceptability, in a more practical way than
if the experiments were performed with real robots.

In our work, we propose to use virtual reality as a simulation envi-
ronment to study different scenarios of human-robot collaboration
and to evaluate their acceptability from the users’ point of view. We
provide a methodology to assess the acceptability of human-robot
collaboration systems, based on questionnaires and physiological
measures. This methodology was applied to a preliminary use case
to evaluate the impact of robot appearance and movements on the
users’ perception. A user study was performed to assess the rele-
vance of our methodology in this particular use case.

In Section2, we describe related work on the acceptability of
human-robot collaboration, the methodologies used to evaluate it
and the need to use virtual reality in this context. In Section3, we
present the tools we developed to set up our methodology, dedi-
cated to the simulation environment and the acceptability criteria.
In Section4, we describe the design of the use case we implemented
to study human-robot collaboration and we explain the user study
we performed. Finally, in Section5, we present the results and the
analysis of this user study before concluding on the relevance of our
methodology and our future work in Section6.

2 Related Work

Human-robot collaboration has been studied for a long time, both in
the fields of service robotics, for example with the Care-O-bot [Par-
litz et al. 2008], and industrial robotics, with European projects
such as PiSA [Krüger et al. 2010] and SMErobot [Nillson et al.
2005]. Studies on human-robot collaboration have often focused
on safety: since physical interaction between humans and robots
is needed, the safety of this interaction has to be guaranteed. In
that context, several improvements have been made in safe obsta-
cle avoidance [Pedrocchi et al. 2009], in the safety evaluation of
robots [Haddadin et al. 2007] or in intrusion detection [Lenz 2011].
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If the safety of collaborative robots is nowadays well studied, an-
other issue is being less considered: the acceptability of such a col-
laboration between humans and robots. The notion of acceptability
is not easy to define. Nielsen [Nielsen 1993] proposed a model
in which acceptability is divided between social acceptability and
practical acceptability, the latter gathering the notions of utility and
usability (see Figure1). We tried to apply this abstract definition to
our specific context: human-robot collaboration. Social acceptabil-
ity concerns how the society perceives robots in everyday life, while
practical acceptability relates to how people perceive robots when
interacting directly with them. In our work, we were especially in-
terested in the practical acceptability of robots from the users’ point
of view: we tried to study the usability and the satisfaction of peo-
ple when collaborating with robots.

Figure 1: Nielsen’s model of system acceptability.

The study of the acceptability of human-robot collaboration fo-
cuses on several parameters: robot appearance [Goetz et al. 2003],
robot movements [Nonaka et al. 2004; Kuli ć and Croft 2007; Hu-
ber et al. 2008; Kupferberg et al. 2011], robot behavior, robot speed,
robot safety distance [Karwowski and Rahimi 1991]... When deal-
ing with only one kind of parameter or with a specific system, the
implementation of experiments in a real environment with a real
robot is the usual way to proceed and may be sufficient. How-
ever, if the experiments become more complicated (using several
robots for comparison, testing several parameters), the implemen-
tation becomes impossible for practical and cost reasons. That is
why the use of virtual reality is interesting in that context: it can
ease the implementation of the study and enable a large number of
test parameters.

In the literature, very few people made use of virtual reality tools
to study human-robot collaboration. Most studies used real scenar-
ios where the users only observed robots and did not interact with
them. Those were scenarios in which the robots performed specific
movements or tasks in front of the users, such as moving from point
to point [Shibata and Inooka 1998] or manipulating objects close to
the users [Kuli ć and Croft 2007]. Some studies did involve the users
in an interaction task with real robots [Huber et al. 2008], but they
were often performed to assess the efficiency of the system, and not
the acceptability. The only experiments that used virtual reality to
study human-robot collaboration took little advantage of its interac-
tion functionalities. Nonaka et al. [Nonaka et al. 2004] and Inoue et
al. [Inoue et al. 2005] used virtual robots (with head-mounted dis-
plays or CAVE systems) to evaluate the effect of robot movements
and robot proximity on the users, but did not study any interaction
and collaboration between them. On a different topic, De Santis
et al. [De Santis et al. 2008] used virtual reality to evaluate the us-
ability of different (virtual) robotic arms mounted on a wheelchair,
but this was especially for efficiency purposes. Our aim is to ben-
efit from all the functionalities of virtual reality (immersion and
interaction), by implementing interactive scenarios in which users

collaborate with virtual robots, and by evaluating the acceptability
of that collaboration.

The main issue when dealing with acceptability is how to evaluate
it. This question is not easy since acceptability is a subjective no-
tion that people often seek to measure in an objective way. The most
common tool to evaluate acceptability is to use questionnaires. Dif-
ferent kinds of questionnaires exist in the literature: some of them
focus on the robot’s attributes [Shibata and Inooka 1998] (human-
like, pleasant, interesting...), while others focus on the user’s emo-
tions [Nonaka et al. 2004] (surprise, fear...). Bartneck et al. [Bart-
neck et al. 2009] performed a complete review on questionnaires
about human-robot interaction and proposed their own question-
naires intended to be used by the community of robot developers.
Even if questionnaires can be analysed directly, they rely on subjec-
tive impressions of the users and their results should be correlated
with more objective measures. One solution is user observation
during the interaction: Kanda et al. [Kanda et al. 2004] defined an
evaluation score based on body movements, Kooijmans et al. [Kooi-
jmans et al. 2007] implemented a software to record and analyse
data from video clips, Minato et al. [Minato et al. 2005] tried to
analyse eye gaze during the interaction. Those studies showed that
defining an objective way to observe and evaluate the user’s behav-
ior is definitely not an easy method. Another solution is to evalu-
ate the user’s affective state thanks to physiological measures. The
main idea in the literature [Rani et al. 2002; Sarkar 2002; Kuli ć and
Croft 2007] was to use multiple physiological signals (such as heart
rate, skin conductance, facial muscle contraction) in order to infer
human physiological states (stress, anxiety) and enable the robot
to react appropriately. The same idea could be used to assess the
user’s acceptability towards human-robot collaboration.

As a summary, the scope of our work is to study the acceptability
of human-robot collaboration from the users’ point of view. Our
approach is to use virtual reality to make users collaborate with
virtual robots and gather their impressions for different conditions.
We propose to use a combination of questionnaires and physiologi-
cal measures to evaluate the acceptability of the collaboration in an
objective way.

3 Methodology Tools

In this section, we describe the tools that we developed and used
to set up our methodology. Since our approach was to use virtual
environments to study human-robot collaboration, a large part of
this section is dedicated to explaining how to model and control
virtual robots. We also describe the criteria we chose to evaluate
the acceptability of human-robot collaboration: questionnaires for
subjective impressions and physiological measures for estimating
human affective state.

3.1 Simulation Environment

3.1.1 Robot Models

In our work, we focused on robotic articulated arms: their structure
is often represented by a series of rigid bodies linked to each other
by joints. We considered only rotational joints: the state of a joint
is represented by an angle around a specific axis. The adaptation of
this representation to virtual robots is straightforward: the virtual
robot is modelled as a hierarchy of 3D frames (the joints of the
robot) and 3D objects as their specific children (the rigid bodies).
Thanks to this hierarchy, rotating a specific joint moves the entire
arm from this joint to the end-effector. Examples of virtual robotic
arms are presented in Figure2.



Figure 2: Examples of virtual robotic arms. The 3D frames are
visible in white color.

3.1.2 Robot Kinematics

Before collaborating with robots in virtual environments, it is nec-
essary to know how to control them. By modifying directly the
joints states of a robotic arm, it is easy to find the cartesian state
(position, orientation) of its end-effector(s). This process is called
forward kinematics. Even if forward kinematics is the most direct
way to control a robotic arm, it is not the most usual and practical
way to proceed: end-effectors are often assigned target positions
that they have to follow. Therefore, given the cartesian states of the
targets, the joints states of the arm have to be computed to give the
correct positions to the end-effectors. This process is called inverse
kinematics.

Inverse kinematics have been well studied both in the fields of ani-
mation (for human arms and skeletons) and robotics. Several meth-
ods have been proposed to solve this complex problem, that can be
classified between analytical and numerical solutions. Analytical
solutions are difficult to produce and depend largely on the struc-
ture of the arm [Kucuk and Bingul 2006]. Numerical solutions,
based on optimisation or jacobian methods, are easier to implement
and can be generalised to different robotic arm structures. Buss
and Kim [Buss and Kim 2005] presented a complete review on the
methods using jacobians and provided their source code online1.

As Buss’ algorithms are dedicated to control multibodies for com-
puter graphics, with multi-targets and in real time, we decided to
use them and to integrate them in our system to control virtual
robotic arms. Buss’ model uses a tree to represent the structure of a
rigid multibody (such as a robotic arm): the nodes of the tree repre-
sent the joints, while the leaves are the end-effectors (see Figure3).
Each node of the tree gathers all the needed data about the corre-
sponding joint: joint state (angle of rotation, axis of rotation), carte-
sian state (absolute position, relative position to the former joint).
The states of the nodes are updated in real time according to the
targets’ positions, thanks to inverse kinematics algorithms based on
jacobian methods.

In our system, each of our robot models is coupled with a tree
structure in real time (see Figure4). This tree structure is first
built according to the robot’s hierarchy (initialisation phase). The
robot’s hierarchy (series of joints, joints initial positions and axes)
is stored in a text file (identification file) that is used as a parameter
for the construction of the tree. The nodes data are then updated
in real time depending on the targets’ positions. The joints states
are finally sent to the robot’s model for graphical update (mapping
phase). With this principle, the core of the inverse kinematics al-
gorithms is done in the tree and the robot’s model is only updated
according to the nodes data.

1http://www.acm.org/jgt/papers/BussKim05
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Figure 3: Example of a tree structure for a robotic arm (repre-
sented here with six degrees of freedom).

Figure 4: Principle of the coupling between a robot structure (in
orange) and a tree structure (in green).

We used this architecture with several robots. Each robot had a
different identification file, since each robot had a different struc-
ture and thus was coupled with a different tree. This system was
tested successfully with predefined trajectories, with targets gen-
erated and controlled by a mouse cursor, and finally with targets
generated by users in a virtual environment: thanks to motion cap-
ture, the users were able to guide the end-effectors of robotic arms
with their hands, in real time (see Figure5). With this principle,
it was possible to give different behaviors to robots by generating
different movements profiles with the targets.

Figure 5: Robot control in a virtual environment using inverse kine-
matics and motion capture.

3.2 Acceptability Criteria

One of the aims of our methodology was to find the relevant criteria
for the evaluation of acceptability that enabled to show that a cer-
tain situation was better accepted than others. In that context, we
chose to use questionnaires, for subjective impressions, and phys-
iological measures, for correlation with the questionnaires through
the estimation of human affective state.

http://www.acm.org/jgt/papers/BussKim05


3.2.1 Questionnaires

As a starting point for our questionnaires, we focused on the ‘God-
speed questionnaires’ proposed by Bartneck et al. [Bartneck et al.
2009]. Those are five consistent questionnaires using semantic dif-
ferential scales, on the topics of anthropomorphism, animacy, like-
ability, perceived intelligence and perceived safety of robots, based
on empirical studies and dedicated to robot developers. Those ques-
tionnaires were adapted to the use cases we wanted to study and
were mainly focused on anthropomorphism, perceived intelligence
and perceived safety.

3.2.2 Physiological Measures

In the literature, studies with physiological measures for human-
robot interaction usually used heart rate and skin conductance.
Kuli ć and Croft [Kuli ć and Croft 2007] also used facial muscle
contraction but they concluded that it was not a good indicator for
estimating human affective state.

Skin conductance level (SCL) measures the skin sweating activity
of the user and is directly related to his stress level: a higher SCL
usually means a higher level of stress. Since SCL differs between
users, it is necessary to always compare it to an average or control
value (specific to each user). Skin conductance responses (SCR)
may also occur: they are peaks in SCL that happen spontaneously
one to three times per minute (depending on users) or directly after
a stimulus [Dawson et al. 2000]. The amplitude of SCR may be
related to the strength of the reaction to the stimulus. Heart rate ac-
tivity is usually more difficult to analyse, since it can be influenced
by several factors (physical state, fatigue, body position).

For our studies, the average SCL, the frequency of SCR and the
average heart rate (HR) seemed to be the relevant criteria to esti-
mate human affective state and to evaluate acceptability in a col-
laboration task. It was also important to use physiological signals
that were simple to handle, whose measurements were non-invasive
and allowed the users to move and interact in a virtual environment,
which is the case with HR and SCL.

4 Preliminary Study

We applied the methodology described in Section3 to a prelimi-
nary use case. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of
robot appearance and movements on the acceptability of a simple
collaboration task.

4.1 Use Case Design

4.1.1 Collaboration Task

A simple use case was implemented for collaboration between a
user and a robot. We wanted this use case to be interactive, to give
specific roles to both the robot and the user, but also to be sim-
ple enough to allow the user to look at the robot’s appearance and
movements (and not to focus on the task only). It was also impor-
tant that this use case could be related to a real industrial task.

In our study, we took inspiration from an industrial task in which a
robot may have to hand mechanical parts to a worker on an assem-
bly line. For abstraction purposes, this task was simplified into a
cubes exchange process between a user and a robot (see Figure6).
The user and the robot were on each side of a table. Eight cubes
(four red and four blue) were positioned in front of the robot (un-
reachable by the user), while storage areas were placed in front of
the user (unreachable by the robot). The robot had to take cubes
one by one and give them to the user, who had to store them in the

correct area, depending on the color of the cubes (blue on the left
or red on the right).

The robot was controlled thanks to the inverse kinematics process
exposed in Section3.1.2: the end-effector of the robot followed a
specific target in the virtual environment. The movements of the
target were trajectories between a neutral positionPn, the positions
of the cubesPc1...Pc8 and an interaction positionPi from which the
cubes were exchanged with the user (see Figure6). The movements
were divided in two steps:Pn → Pc → Pi (taking a cube and
waiting for the user to grab it), andPi → Pn (coming back to the
neutral position).

��
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Figure 6: The collaboration task and the robot collaboration steps.

To give some challenge to the collaboration task, the placement of
the cubes on the table was randomised, so as the order in which
they were taken by the robot. The task was considered done when
all the cubes were put in the storage areas.

4.1.2 Robots Conditions

Different robots were used to perform the collaboration task (see
Figure7). We chose industrial robots whose appearances differed in
anthropomorphism and safety clues. Robot R0 (a Universal UR10)
is a simple, light and flexible robot. Robot R1 (a Kuka KR5SI) is an
industrial robot surrounded with safety pads for intrusion/collision
detection. Robot R2 (a Kuka LWR4) is specifically dedicated to
interaction with humans and reproduces the human arm structure.
Finally, robot R3 (a Motoman SDA10) is a humanoid robot with
two arms.

Figure 7: The robot models used for the collaboration task.

4.1.3 Movements Conditions

We wanted each robot to move with different movements profiles:
machinelike [M1] and humanlike [M2]. Usually, humanlike move-
ments are expected to have different trajectories, different speed



profiles, but also more variability when repeating actions and reach-
ing positions. It seemed interesting to study the effect of humanlike
movements on the acceptability of the collaboration task.

Since each robot was controlled thanks to inverse kinematics (IK)
algorithms, M1 and M2 movements were generated by giving dif-
ferent profiles to the IK target’s movements. The M1 movements
were straight lines at constant speed between the specified posi-
tions. To generate the M2 movements, we recorded the hand trajec-
tories and speed of a real user performing the specific movements in
a virtual environment: the user was placed on the robot side of the
table and performed a pointing task between the specified positions.
For this recording phase,Pn andPi were represented as virtual
spheres in the environment: the sphere forPn was 5cm wide, while
the sphere forPi was 20cm wide to give the movements some vari-
ability in the reaching position. A complete set of 16 movements
was recorded (2 steps for each cube) and could be replayed at any
moment in the virtual environment (see Section4.1.4for more de-
tails on the implementation). These movements were applied to the
inverse kinematics targets so that the robots could follow them in
real time. The speed of M1 movements were adapted to match the
average speed of M2 movements.

Since robot R3 had two arms, slightly different movements were
generated for this model. The same collaboration steps than for the
other robots were used, except that the cubes on the right side of the
table were taken by the right arm, while the cubes on the left side
were taken by the left arm. In order to prevent the arms from collid-
ing with each other, a slight offset was given to the positions ofPn

andPi: 5cm on the right and on the left, for each arm respectively.
A different set of M2 movements was also recorded for this robot,
taking the offset positions ofPn andPi into account.

The main challenge when recording the M2 movements was to re-
duce the transition effects between each step: since each movement
was recorded separately, the transitions between them could occur
in a non-smooth manner during playback. This was overcome by
always coming back to the same neutral positionPn and by record-
ing the same step several times and choosing the best.

4.1.4 Use Case Implementation

This use case was implemented thanks to 3DVIA Virtools soft-
ware2. The virtual environment was rendered on a back-projected
wall (3.1m × 1.7m), with active stereoscopy. We used infrared
ART3 cameras for motion capture: both the head and the dominant
hand of the user were tracked in real time thanks to passive targets.
The motion capture data were sent to the Virtools software through
VRPN4. Specific implementations were performed inside the Vir-
tools software: virtual robots’ control through inverse kinematics,
movements recording and movements playback (the VRPN stream
was recorded/replayed thanks to VRPN logging and playback func-
tionalities). Figure8 shows the entire settings of this use case.

4.2 User Study Design

The aim of our work was to study the influence of robot appearance
and robot movements on the acceptability of the collaboration task,
from the users’ point of view. First, we wanted to know what was
the impact of robot appearance between R1, R2 and R3. Secondly,
we wanted to know if the users perceived a difference between M1
and M2, if this difference was the same for each robot and in which
way it influenced acceptability.

2http://www.3ds.com/products/3dvia/3dvia-virtools/
3http://www.ar-tracking.com/home/
4http://www.cs.unc.edu/Research/vrpn/

Figure 8: The implementation of the use case in a virtual environ-
ment.

In order to compare each condition, we performed a user study on
the collaboration task. The independent variables were robot ap-
pearance (R1, R2, R3) and robot movements (M1, M2). A within-
subject design was chosen: each subject tested the 6 conditions. For
each condition, the collaboration task was repeated three times.

The different steps of our user study were the following (see Table
1 for an example). For each subject, the test began with a training
phase with robot R0 and movement M1 to let the user familiarise
with the collaboration task. The test was then divided in three steps
corresponding to each robot condition: for each step, the user was
shown a specific robot and had to complete the collaboration task
with both movements conditions. The order of robots conditions
was randomised, and the order of movements conditions was ran-
domised for each robot as well. At the end of each step, the user
was asked to fill out a questionnaire [QM ] to assess the perceived
differences between both movements. Finally, at the end of the
whole test, the user was asked to fill out an additional question-
naire [QR] to assess the perceived differences between the robots’
appearances.

This design was chosen to enable the users to compare directly the
movements conditions for a specific robot: since the differences
between M1 and M2 could be subtle, it was better to group those
conditions next to each other and to ask the QM questions directly
after the robot condition, in order to help user memory. The QR
questions were asked at the end of the test once the user had seen
each robot.

4.3 User Study Measures

4.3.1 Questionnaires

Two questionnaires were used: one to compare the two movements
types for a given robot (QM , see Table2), one to compare the robots’
appearances between them (QR, see Table3). For both question-
naires, we used five questions for which the users had to rank each
condition on a 6-point Likert scale. The questions dealt with an-
thropomorphism, competence, relaxation, safety and impression.

In order to simplify the questionnaire process during the user study,
the questions were displayed on the screen (one by one) and the
user had to give his answers verbally to the coordinators.

4.3.2 Physiological Measures

To strengthen the questionnaires results, our methodology focused
on estimating human affective state by measuring heart rate and
skin conductance. We used a physiological monitoring system from

http://www.3ds.com/products/3dvia/3dvia-virtools/
http://www.ar-tracking.com/home/
http://www.cs.unc.edu/Research/vrpn/


Step Training Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Condition R0M1 R3M1 R3M2 QM

R1M2 R1M1 QM
R2M2 R2M1 QM QRRepetitions 1 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table 1: An example of the different steps of the user study.

Questions Propositions Answers
M1 M2

The movements seemed rather...Machinelike 1 - 6 Humanlike
The movements seemed rather...Incompetent 1 - 6 Competent
Did you feel rather... Anxious 1 - 6 Relaxed
Did you feel rather... Unsafe 1 - 6 Safe
What is your global impression Dislike 1 - 6 Like

Table 2: The QM questionnaire to grade and compare the different movements for a specific robot.

Biopac Systems5 with a Bionomadix PPG (Photoplethysmogram)
and EDA (Electrodermal Activity) amplifier. PPG signal provides
information on the subject’s heart rate, while EDA signal measures
the skin conductance level (SCL). Those signals were measured on
the fingertips of the non-dominant hand of the users (keeping the
dominant hand available for interaction). The system was wireless:
a small transmitter was placed on the user’s forearm and sent the
data to a receiver (connected to a computer through ethernet) for
storage and later analysis.

PPG and EDA signals were sampled at 250Hz, and were recorded
and analysed thanks to AcqKnowledge software (from Biopac Sys-
tems). Skin conductance responses (SCR) were detected thanks to
this software: they were peaks in SCL with a maximum duration
of 5s and a minimum amplitude of0.02µS. Events (condition start,
task start and task stop) were marked by the experimentators in real
time, with a key press, and stored with signal curves. Those events
markers simplified the offline segmentation of the signals.

For each condition, the physiological criteria we chose to measure
were: the average heart rate (HR), the average skin conductance
level (SCL), the frequency of skin conductance responses (SCR).
Those criteria were computed for each task of the test. To allow
comparison between all the users, those criteria were normalised
(between 0 and 1) according to the subject’s corresponding min-
imum and maximum values over all the tasks of the test. For a
specific condition, the average over the three corresponding tasks
was taken as the final value for each criterion.

5 User Study Results

A total of 20 subjects participated in the user study. The average
age of the participants was 26. For each subject, the test duration
was approximately 45 minutes, including the questionnaires. We
first present the results and analysis of the questionnaires. Then,
we describe the correlation of those results with the physiological
measures.

5.1 Questionnaires

5.1.1 Robot Appearance

The QR questions on robot appearance were asked at the end of
the test, once the subject had completed the collaboration task with
each robot. The robots’ appearances were scored on 6-point Likert
scales, on the following criteria: anthropomorphism, competence,
relaxation, safety and impression. Kruskal-Wallis (KW) tests were

5http://www.biopac.com/

performed to evaluate if robot appearance was a significant factor
for each criterion, and single Mann-Whitney (MW) tests were used
for condition pairs analysis. The values mentioned in the following
results are the average over all the users.

The main difference to be seen between the robots’ appearances
was the anthropomorphism dimension (see Figure9). With its two
arms, robot R3 was perceived as the most humanlike (4.8). Robot
R2 was more perceived like an animal (3.8), while robot R1 was
definitely seen as an industrial robot (2). A KW test confirmed that
robot appearance was indeed a significant factor for anthropomor-
phism (KW (2) = 29.7, p < 10−6) and MW tests showed that the
difference was significant for each condition pair.

For the relaxation, safety and impression dimensions, robot R1 al-
ways got the lowest answers (less than 3.5), while robots R2 and
R3 got similar results (more than 4.5 for each criterion). A KW
test confirmed a significant influence of robot appearance on those
criteria (KW (2) = 9.4, p = 0.01; KW (2) = 11.6, p = 0.003;
KW (2) = 16.7, p < 10−3; respectively). MW tests showed this
influence was mainly due to the low scores of robot R1 but that
there was no big difference between robots R2 and R3. However, it
can be noted that robot R2 got slightly better results than robot R3
on those criteria (see Figure9).

For the competence dimension, each robot was scored globally the
same (between 4.1 and 4.7). No significant difference was shown
by a KW test (KW (2) = 4, p = 0.14).

Figure 9: The average scores of each robot for the appearance
questionnaire.

On the whole, the results of the QR questionnaire showed that robot
R1 was the least appreciated by the users. According to the users’
comments, its tough structure did not inspire trust or safety com-
pared to the other robots. Robots R2 and R3 were globally rated
similarly. It is to be noted that even if robot R3 was perceived as
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Questions Propositions Answers
R1 R2 R3

The robot seemed rather... Machinelike 1 - 6 Humanlike
The robot seemed rather... Incompetent 1 - 6 Competent
Did you feel rather... Anxious 1 - 6 Relaxed
Did you feel rather... Unsafe 1 - 6 Safe
What is your global impression Dislike 1 - 6 Like

Table 3: The QR questionnaire to grade and compare the different robots’ appearances.

the most humanlike (with its two arms), this was not necessarily a
good point for the other criteria: working with a humanoid robot
on the collaboration task was often perturbing, and the relevance to
use two arms for this task was often questionned. In matters of re-
laxation, safety or global impression, robot R2 was often preferred
to robot R3 because it was better adapted to the task. Therefore,
increased anthropomorphism does not necessarily imply a better
acceptability.

5.1.2 Robot Movements

The QM questions on robot movements were asked once the users
had completed the collaboration task with both movements con-
ditions for a specific robot. The users were asked to focus on the
robot’s movements and to answer the questionnaire according to the
difference(s) they might have perceived. For analysis and compari-
son between each robot, we subtracted the scores of M1 movements
(straight uniform) to the scores of M2 movements (human motion
capture). For each criterion (anthropomorphism, competence, re-
laxation, safety and impression), each robot was therefore given a
score∆ (negative or positive) to assess the difference in movements
perception. As for the questionnaire on robot appearance, KW and
MW tests were performed to analyse the results.

First, on the average of all the users, the∆ scores for anthropomor-
phism were positive for each robot, meaning that M2 movements
were consistently perceived as more humanlike than M1 move-
ments. However, the amplitude of∆ was not the same for each
robot (1.4 for R1, 0.45 for R2 and 0.2 for R3): the difference was
perceived more strongly for robot R1 than for the others (see Figure
10). The physical appearance of robot R1 probably made the differ-
ence between M1 and M2 more obvious than for the other robots,
whose appearance was more anthropomorphic. A KW test showed
indeed a significant influence of robot appearance on movements
perception for anthropomorphism (KW (2) = 4.5, p = 0.1).

A second interesting point was about the global impression dimen-
sion, for which a significant impact was found (KW (2) = 5.9, p =
0.05). On the whole, the more the robot was anthropomorphic, the
less the M2 movements were appreciated (see Figure10). Actually,
M2 movements were preferred to M1 movements only in the case of
robot R1 (∆ = 0.35), while robots R2 and R3 were preferred with
M1 movements (∆ = −0.1 and−0.75, respectively). Since robot
R1 was perceived as an industrial robot, adding humanlike move-
ments to its behavior was appreciated, whereas it was perturbing
with robots R2 and R3, whose appearance was already perceived as
humanlike.

No significant difference was shown for the other criteria. How-
ever, it can still be noted that, on the average of all the users, M1
movements were perceived as more safe and more competent than
M2 movements (the∆ scores for safety and competence were nega-
tive; see Figure10). This means that, in terms of safety and compe-
tence, more mechanical movements were better accepted than more
natural ones.

Figure 10: The average difference between M1 and M2 for each
criterion, for each robot.

5.1.3 Global Analysis of the Questionnaires

The results of the questionnaires showed three interesting points.

The first point is on robot appearance. A difference in anthropo-
morphism was indeed perceived between each robot, robot R1 be-
ing the most industrial and robot R3 the most humanlike. How-
ever, robots R2 and R3 were appreciated globally on the same level,
meaning that a more anthropomorphic robot is not necessarily bet-
ter accepted. This may be explained by two reasons: first, robot ap-
pearance has to match its function (an industrial task in our case),
as shown by Goetz et al. [Goetz et al. 2003]; secondly, a too an-
thropomorphic robot may fall into the uncanny valley [Mori 1970],
as it was sometimes the case with robot R3.

The second point is on the perception of robot movements: our
study showed that the appreciation of robot movements depended
on the robot’s appearance. Indeed, an industrial robot (like R1) may
tend to highlight the differences between M1 and M2 movements,
while more anthropomorphic robots (like R2 and R3) may gather
the attention of the users more on their appearance and less on their
movements, thus perceiving less difference between M1 and M2
movements.

Finally, the third point is about the relevance to use humanlike
movements on robots for an industrial task. Humanlike move-
ments were better accepted in the case of robot R1 but not for more
anthropomorphic robots like R2 and R3. This result shows that
there could be a trade-off to establish between appearance and hu-
manlike movements. Two main reasons may account for this fact.
First, adding humanlike movements to an already anthropomorphic
robot reinforced the uncanny valley effect: especially with robot
R3, some users were perturbed and did not know how to consider
this robot — as a human or as an industrial robot. Secondly, too
much anthropomorphism increased the impression that the robots
were not efficient enough: for the collaboration task, the users of-
ten preferred M1 movements since they could predict the robot’s
actions and adapt to the robot’s behavior. They were more focused
and felt more efficient.



The non-relevance to use humanlike movements (at least with
robots R2 and R3) for a better acceptability may seem contradic-
tory with other studies which showed the opposite trend [Kupfer-
berg et al. 2011]. However, the main difference here is about the
context of the study: in our work, we focused on an interaction sce-
nario where the users had an active role, whereas the other studies
used passive scenarios where the users only observed robot move-
ments without interaction. Therefore, the use case context has a
strong impact on the results of acceptability.

5.2 Physiological Measures

We analysed the physiological measures in correlation with the re-
sults of the questionnaires. On the whole, a total of three criteria,
normalised between 0 and 1, were used for each condition: HR,
SCL, frequency of SCR. We performed 2-way ANOVAs (analysis
of variance) to detect any significant effect of the robots and move-
ments conditions for the different criteria.

First, a slight effect of the movements conditions could be shown
for heart rate (F (17, 1) = 2.75, p = 0.11; 2 subjects were not
taken into the analysis for improper heart rate signal). As can be
seen in Figure11, the average heart rate was always lower for M2
movements with each robot condition. This could mean that the
subjects focused more on the task when dealing with more me-
chanical movements (M1): this correlates with the questionnaires
results which showed that M1 movements were perceived as more
competent than M2 movements. This difference in heart rate activ-
ity between M1 and M2 conditions could also mean that the sub-
jects were more relaxed with M2 movements; this is however not
correlated by the questionnaires results.

Figure 11: The average normalised heart rate for each condition.

A second slight effect was shown between robots conditions for
SCL and SCR frequency. Figure12 shows that SCL was generally
higher for robot R1 than for the other robots. This can be explained
by the more industrial appearance of robot R1: the subjects were
more impressed by this robot than by the others. However, the SCR
frequency was higher for robots R2 and R3 than for robot R1 (see
Figure12). This should not be necessarily correlated with a higher
level of stress, but rather to a specific reaction to the robots’ move-
ments: when moving, robots R2 and R3 induced more responses
because of their anthropomorphic appearance. It is also to be noted
that the difference in SCR between M1 and M2 for each robot fol-
lowed the same pattern than the QM questionnaire results for im-
pression: there were more SCRs for M2 with robot R1, which was
the preferred movements condition for this robot, whereas the op-
posite trend was seen for robots R2 and R3 (more SCRs for M1
which was the preferred condition).

On the whole, some interesting results were found with physiolog-
ical measures that correlate with the questionnaires results. We are

Figure 12: The average normalised SCL and SCR frequency for
each condition.

conscious that those results are still subtle and that we need more
knowledge about how to analyse them correctly. The main chal-
lenge of our approach was that we did not use an event-related study
(analysing SCR according to specific events in the environment),
but rather a study on continuous conditions. However, those first
results showed that this approach seems promising.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The topic of our work was human-robot collaboration. We pointed
out that, in the literature, the main focus was put on the physical
safety of users in the environment of robots, but that less importance
was given to the acceptability of collaboration between humans and
robots. We were especially interested to study how people reacted
to robots during a collaboration task. The need to use virtual real-
ity in this context was relevant since several parameters had to be
tested and such a study would require heavy setups with real robots
and robot-specific developments. Our aim was to make users col-
laborate with virtual robots under different conditions and to gather
their impressions.

The first step of our work was to develop and use suitable tools to
set up our methodology. We first focused on the simulation envi-
ronment, with the development of inverse kinematics algorithms,
inspired from the literature, which enabled us to control different
kinds of virtual robotic arms in a practical way. We also chose the
relevant criteria to evaluate acceptability in an objective way for
our use cases: using questionnaires and estimating human affective
state through heart rate and skin conductance measures.

A simple use case was implemented in which users had to collabo-
rate with virtual robots. The conditions we wanted to compare were
robot appearance (three different robots) and robot movements (me-
chanical movements and movements generated from motion cap-
ture). A user study was performed to gather the users’ impressions
and to evaluate the acceptability of each condition.

The results of this preliminary use case showed that movements per-
ception depended on robot appearance: an industrial robot tended to
highlight the differences between mechanical and humanlike move-
ments, whereas anthropomorphic robots gathered the attention on
their own appearance. Moreover, a too anthropomorphic robot was
not necessarily better accepted: humanlike movements were pre-
ferred in the case of industrial robots but not in the case of an an-
thropomorphic robot. This implies that a trade-off probably has
to be established between appearance and humanlike movements.
This trend could be due to two main reasons. First, the uncanny val-
ley effect tended to appear when already anthropomorphic robots



moved with natural movements. Secondly, too much anthropomor-
phism increased the impression that the robots were not efficient
enough in the collaboration task. Those results were obtained in
an industrial context; they would probably be different in another
context, such as in service robotics.

This preliminary study was an attempt to assess the acceptability of
human-robot collaboration with a simple use case. We used virtual
reality as a simulation environment to implement a collaboration
task and study different parameters, and questionnaires and phys-
iological measures to estimate the users’ impressions and accept-
ability of human-robot collaboration. We showed that this method-
ology was relevant to study human-robot collaboration, even if we
still lack some knowledge about the use and analysis of physiolog-
ical measures. In the future, we intend to apply this methodology
to more tangible scenarios, directly inspired from assembly lines in
the industry, both in virtual and real environments. Those scenar-
ios will be based on more advanced collaboration and will aim at
studying alternative parameters, such as robot adaptive speed and
robot safety distance, for which the use of physiological measures
may be better suited. We believe that the methodology we proposed
will be able to provide relevant results on those use cases.
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